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Abstract

There exist a wide variety of techniques for performing
empirical studies which researchers in human-computer
interaction have adapted from fields of cognitive psychol-
ogy, sociology, and anthropology. An analysis of several
of these techniques is presented through an approach that
balances empirical study with tool development.  The
analysis is based on, and illustrated with, a several year
experience consulting in a scientific software environment
and in building and evaluating a prototype, knowledge-
based tool to capture aspects of that experience.
Guidelines for applying specific techniques and cautions
about potential pitfalls are discussed.  Many additional
examples of using the techniques are cited from the litera-
ture.

1. Introduction

There exist a wide variety of techniques for performing
empirical studies which researchers in human-computer
interaction have adapted from fields of cognitive psychol-
ogy, sociology, and anthropology.  These techniques have
been applied to the study of programmers (e.g., see [34])
and to the study of the roles and interaction of participants
in large software development projects (e.g., see [6]).
However, these techniques are rarely applied to the
development and evaluation of software tools for aug-
menting human performance.

There are several potential obstacles to controlled em-
pirical studies of software tools.  First, such studies re-
quire an integration of different research cultures:  cog-
nitive psychology, sociology, anthropology, and software
engineering. Second, the effectiveness of software tools
is often difficult to measure statistically due to the
phenomenon that programming is an activity that greatly
exaggerates individual differences [7]. Third, develop-

ment of tools is often driven by market considerations or
by a few users selected for alpha testing.  ‘‘Evaluation’’
tends to focus on the accuracy with which ‘‘features’’
have been implemented.

In an attempt to bridge cultural research boundaries,
several techniques for empirical study are adopted into a
framework for developing and evaluating knowledge-
based, software engineering tools.  The approach is based
on, and illustrated with, a several year experience consult-
ing in a scientific software environment and in building
and evaluating a prototype, knowledge-based tool called
EXPLAINER to capture aspects of that experience.  Further-
more, a way to measure a tool’s effectiveness amidst the
phenomenon of individual differences is discussed.  As
the case study of EXPLAINER would in a sense provide
only one data point for making observations about evalua-
tion, this paper draws heavily on the literature to substan-
tiate the use and usefulness of specific techniques.

The paper is organized as follows.  First a description
is given of the development of the EXPLAINER tool as a
case study for use throughout the paper.  Then, a general
framework of tool development and empirical study is
discussed. This is followed by a description of specific
empirical techniques and potential pitfalls in applying
them. The paper ends with a discussion of related work
and conclusions.

2. A case study:  development of the
EXPLAINER tool

The development of the EXPLAINER tool is described in
order to provide a context for discussing the interplay of
experience, empirical study, and tool development, that is
referred to throughout the paper.  Additional sources of
information about EXPLAINER are cited as appropriate and
in general may be found in [27], [19], and [28].

The EXPLAINER prototype tool shown in Figure 1 is



Figure 1:  Explainer’s Presentation of a Program Example

The EXPLAINER tool emulates some aspects of a human consultant, helping users of software libraries understand components
in the context of complete program examples.  The tool developed from observations during a several year work experience and
through different stages of empirical evaluation.  Different views provide multiple explanations of features illustrated by an
example. Correspondences between an example’s features and its explanation support software developers solving new tasks by
analogy to the explained example.

intended to help people use software library components
by explaining the components in the context of complete
examples. Although EXPLAINER was implemented for the
domain of programming components for computer
graphics, it is envisioned that higher level specifications
or other artifacts could be the object of explanation.

The value of examples became most apparent to me
while consulting for users of a FORTRAN graphics
library called DISSPLA [12]. The documentation for the
DISSPLA library was organized into sections of features:
one section on basic plotting, another section on using
fonts, another on contour plots, etc.  At the end of each
section was a series of plots and FORTRAN code for
calling the library subroutines that created the plot.  Even-
tually, I found that by using the examples section, I could
advise users about features I had never used myself.  I
would listen to their description of how they wanted to
plot some data, then look through the examples for some-
thing similar.  They could look at the pictures and concur
or make other suggestions.  With the given code, I could
identify what subroutines produced the feature they

wanted and extrapolate from the context of the example
what parameters might be needed.  When it was not ob-
vious from the example what a parameter meant, a
general explanation could be sought for in the earlier text
part of the documentation section.

Over a time of about four years, this experience led
implicitly to a conceptual framework, or process, of con-
sulting by listening to a user’s problem description,
retrieving a related example, and, from the example,
isolating functions and descriptions supporting a desired
feature. This process is diagramed in Figure 2.  This
experience was supported by findings in the cognitive
psychology literature on programming and problem solv-
ing (e.g., see [25], [16]) and in the computer science
literature on automatic planning, especially case-based
reasoning (e.g., see [1], [13]). After identifying a first
approximation to this conceptual framework, program-
mers in a consulting situation could be observed for more
detailed information, in particular, the kind of knowledge
they needed to support their exploration of examples and
solving of new problems based on the examples.  It was
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Figure 2:  An Example-Based Software
Development Process

The EXPLAINER tool co-evolved in a larger, conceptual
framework for example-based software design.  From in-
itial requirements specification, software examples are lo-
cated. The EXPLAINER tool helps users comprehend
relevant parts of the examples enabling the users to identify
whether parts of the example can be reused, whether new
features should be added to the requirements, and/or
whether additional examples should be sought.

observed that these questions focused on different
perspectives of knowledge depending upon the problem-
solving context [26].

A prototype tool was then developed based on a refine-
ment of the conceptual framework and the more precise
understanding of the knowledge involved [9]. This
prototype was tested informally in a class on LISP pro-
gramming as reported at this conference in 1991 [19].
Feedback from this testing identified several aspects of
the interface that had to be changed (menu actions, high-
lighting) and additional types of knowledge that had to be
added (e.g., knowledge about program execution).

A revised prototype was then tested more rigorously to
‘‘prove’’ the approach.  Attending to the insights and
problems identified in the previous study enabled this for-
mal study to proceed without unexpected breakdowns (ei-
ther of the tool itself or of the kinds of knowledge users
expected). Refinements in the conceptual framework al-
lowed conditions for this second study to be more easily
identified. The obstacle of individual differences in pro-
gramming that led to great variability in other tests of
programmers became the focus for comparing the con-
ditions. A group of test users working with the
EXPLAINER tool could be identified as being helped more
than users in other conditions in that the EXPLAINER

group exhibited significantly less variation while still at-
taining good performance (see [28] for details).

3. Balancing empirical study with tool
development

The preceding chronology of the development of the
EXPLAINER tool illustrates four phases:

1. Conceptual. A conceptual framework or under-
standing of a methodology is gained from long-
term observation.

2. Observational. More focused observations of
potential users are employed to verify and enhance
aspects of this conceptual framework, including
specific kinds of knowledge a tool would need to
support.

3. Alpha. An initial prototype is developed,
evaluated with users, and revised.

4. Beta. The revised prototype is tested under con-
trolled conditions to provide certification of the
conceptual framework and the tool that embodies
it.

This mutually supportive interrelationship among tools,
conceptual frameworks, and empirical study is beginning
to be more generally recognized:  ‘‘systems are informing
theory just as theory can inform the design of systems
[22, p. 4].’’  (See also [2]).

For this paper, the terms ‘‘theory’’ or conceptual
framework and ‘‘empirical study’’ will be generalized
from their common usage in cognitive psychology.  A
theory or conceptual framework can exist explicitly,
though informally, in a methodology, such as the diagram
in Figure 2; explicitly and formally in a mathematical
model, such as Anderson’s ACT* models in [25] and
Kintsch’s construction-integration model in [20, 23]; or
implicitly in the culture of a specific tool-based environ-
ment, such as UNIX or INTERLISP [33]. The notion of
empirical study will include not only formally structured
observations but also unstructured observations that can
be made in the course of experience.

Table 1 summarizes potential activities during dif-
ferent phases of development.  Constructing a table such
as this is somewhat dangerous; there are several alter-
natives for filling in different activity cells for example
techniques. In particular, almost all of the example tech-
niques mentioned could be used in each phase.  For ex-
ample, Curtis and colleagues reported protocols and per-
formed surveys in developing a conceptual framework at
a social and organizational level [6, 37]. However, the
point of this table is pedagogical, highlighting what can
be done and what was successful in the EXPLAINER ex-
perience. In sections that follow, details of different tech-
niques will be provided to help clarify the applicability of
techniques in different circumstances and potential
hazards in applying them.



Table 1: Role of Empirical Study in Development

Phase Focus Example
Techniques

EXPLAINER
Experience

1. Conceptual conceptual framework anecdotal software library
consulting

2. Observational conceptual framework,
hypothetical tool

protocol question-answer
dialogs

3. Alpha tool
conceptual framework

protocol,
survey,
statistical,
cognitive
walkthrough

first prototype
in class

4. Beta tool statistical,
survey,
protocol

revised prototype
among sample users

4. Specific techniques

As noted above, different empirical study techniques
can be applied in many situations.  Five characteristics are
chosen to help delineate applicability of different tech-
niques depending on the goals and circumstances of the
study: length of time, number of observations, number of
conditions, formality of analysis, and setting.  Table 2
may be used to help identify the conditions under which
these techniques are frequently applied.  (The term ‘‘un-
structured’’ is used instead of ‘‘real-world’’ or ‘‘large-
scale’’: studies in normal work settings may be structured
by the observer’s own conceptual framework.  Similarly,
‘‘structured’’ is used instead of ‘‘laboratory’’:  informal
observations with many variable conditions may also take
place in an experimenter’s chosen setting.) Each of the
techniques is discussed in turn.

Anecdotal. Anecdotes are recollections of exceptional
events. The events can be exceptional successes or
failures. They shape our experiences and, when general-
ized and reinforced, can shape a methodology or concep-
tual framework.  They develop and collect over a long
period of time without the bias of a conceptual framework
and, in the case of exceptional failures, can challenge
preconceptions. In the EXPLAINER case study, an excep-
tionally successful consulting event occurred when, by
simply examining examples of contour plots, I was able to
explain to a user which subroutines to use in altering the
labeling of the contours.  This exceptional success
punctuated the notion that examples supported the use of
software features not learned a priori.

Anecdotes are becoming a focus of research.  In the
field of case-based reasoning, researchers use generaliza-
tion (and other processes) from previous episodes or cases
as as basis for a model of formal reasoning [1, 13].
Schank proposes that stories form a primary basis for our

understanding and communication [30]. Stories are ex-
trapolated into general issues in the field of design
rationale and argumentation [21]. Petroski proposes that
exceptional failures lead to improvements in the theory of
design [24].

A potential hazard in relying solely on anecdotes is the
fact that they are recollections and are therefore subject to
biases of memory.  A safeguard for this is built into the
observational phase as discussed above; generalizations
from anecdotes can be more objectively verified through
observation, e.g., using protocols.

Protocol. Protocols are transcripts of people’s words
and actions.  They can be applied in many situations.  In
the observational phase of EXPLAINER, verbal protocols
were used to help analyze questions software users asked
a consultant. Some example user statements include
‘‘What is the syntax for the DO function?’’ and ‘‘I didn’t
know what this part [of the code] did.’’  Collectively
analyzing the verbal protocols provided evidence for the
types of knowledge that would be needed in EXPLAINER

such as knowledge perspectives about LISP and sample
program execution.  The protocols have the benefit of
being more objective than anecdotes. Unlike personal
recollections, they capture raw data that may be inspected
by multiple researchers.  Furthermore, they remain con-
stant while a conceptual framework is refined.  Thus, time
permitting, the same protocols can be re-examined from
different points of view.

Verbatims have been a major tool in the fields of lin-
guistics and cognitive psychology.  Recent work has
studied the use of ‘‘thinking-aloud’’ protocols to objec-
tively access peoples’ mental conceptualizations during
problem solving [8, 15]. The availability of video now
makes possible the observation of peoples’ attention in a
study [36]. For example, in studying software tools, the
protocol technique allows careful observation of which of



Table 2: Common Characteristics of Techniques

Technique Length of
Time

Number of
Observations

Number of
Conditions

Formality of
Analysis

Setting

Anecdotal years,
months

many many low unstructured

Protocol hours
days

few few low unstructured

Cognitive
Walkthrough

minutes few few high structured

Statistical minutes,
hours

many few high structured

Survey minutes many few low structured

information and views users focus attention on when solv-
ing a task.

A major limitation of protocols is the amount of data
and the time to analyze it collectively.  A collective
analysis is critical to avoid misinterpretation of peoples’
intent. In long-term studies, the amount of video or audio
footage would be preventive. Also, studies that involve
the cooperation of many participants working in different
locations are often preventive even in the short-term due
to the amount of equipment required, though some cor-
porations have committed resources to efforts in ubiqui-
tous computing that make such studies feasible [38].

Cognitive Walkthrough. In a cognitive walkthrough,
a designer projects him or herself into the role of a poten-
tial end user and attempts to carry out a task anticipated
by the tool.  The walkthrough is controlled by answering
specific questions relating task and interface, assuming a
specific user background. The primary focus of the ques-
tions is whether the user will recognize easily in the inter-
face, the way (e.g., menu item) to perform a step neces-
sary to complete a task.  In the EXPLAINER development, a
cognitive walkthrough was performed before the beta test.
A simple task was evaluated, that of identifying and high-
lighting in a program example, the piece of code that
labeled an axis (see Figure 3).  Though the menu included
features users had claimed to need, its combined com-
plexity (length, organization, choice of terms) was such
that it failed the walkthrough analysis.  This led to the
simplified menu seen in Figure 1.

Cognitive walkthroughs are a new technique in the
field of human-computer interaction. While technical
walkthroughs [10] seek to verify if the functionality of a
tool is implemented accurately; cognitive walkthroughs
[17] seek to verify if a potential end user will find and
understand a tool’s intended functionality.  In a sense,
cognitive walkthroughs are an attempt to simulate a
protocol with a real user, in particular, to identify poten-
tial breakdowns. They have the advantage that they can

be performed without the overhead of involving actual
subjects.

An obvious potential for failure of a walkthrough is the
bias of the designer evaluating his or her own tool.  The
formal questions used in a walkthrough have also been
incorporated into prompting tools. These discipline the
evaluator in a way to encourage objectivity.  Objectivity
can be further improved if the designer performing the
walkthrough did not select the task.  Internal studies per-
formed by Lewis and colleagues at the University of
Colorado attempt to refine the walkthrough method, e.g.,
by involving teams of evaluators.  For more than simple
trial tasks however, walkthroughs produce large quantities
of data to be analyzed.

Statistical. Statistical techniques are the most formal
of those mentioned so far and the most common tech-
nique involves tests of hypotheses (e.g., see [14]). In the
final (beta) evaluation of EXPLAINER, tests of hypothesis
were employed to demonstrate that users of the
EXPLAINER tool could solve a sample programming task
better than users working under other conditions.  To
directly employ a test of hypothesis, the difference be-
tween groups of users had to be limited to one variable.
In the EXPLAINER case, the one variable selected was the
tool: one group used the EXPLAINER tool to understand a
program example and adapt it to a new task, while a
second group used a commercial, on-line systems
documentation tool to understand the program example.
A more detailed account of the evaluation is found in
[28] and [27]. It is worth noting that the author’s initial
instinct was to vary two variables: both the tool and the
use of an example. However this would have led to an
ambiguity of which factor contributed to success or
failure. Furthermore, if the value of the example-based
framework was really believed, the first group would
have had an unfair advantage.

Texts treating the design of experiments and
procedures for test of hypotheses are common (e.g., see



Figure 3:  Explainer Before Cognitve Walkthrough

One version of the EXPLAINER tool was revised without the need for testing ‘‘live’’ users.  As described in the text, the
cognitive walkthrough technique revealed that users would not be able to use the menu shown in the lower right of the screen to
locate the functionality they needed to solve common tasks EXPLAINER was intended to support.  The menu was revised as it
appears in Figure 1.

[18]). However, the application of these techniques to
the evaluation of programming tools is not (at least from
the perspective of tools that are intended to augment
human performance).  The major obstacle is that the ef-
fectiveness is often difficult to measure statistically due to
the phenomenon that programming is an activity that
greatly exaggerates individual differences [7]. Specifi-
cally, effects of tools are often obscured by large
variances in measured variables.  In the EXPLAINER

evaluation, less common statistical tests were employed to
circumvent this problem.  First, non-parametric methods
were employed for comparing medians [35]. These tech-
niques could be adopted to accommodate measurements
other than continuous real variables.  For example, since
these techniques often employ ranks of measurements,
they could be adapted to include the ‘‘infinitely bad’’ per-
formance by a subject who quit.  These values are often
discarded as ‘‘null’’ observations.  Second, techniques
focusing on the variance of different groups were also
pursued. These led to the analysis in [28] that the effec-
tiveness of the EXPLAINER tool could in fact be observed
in the reduction of the variance (while performance

measures remained constant).  A more general lesson
learned was that an honest, objective look at the data and
what it implied can lead to a deeper understanding of the
cognitive processes of users of tools; adherence to an
evaluation methodology can force an experimenter away
from preconceived conclusions.

Survey. Surveys are a frequent method of determining
people’s opinions in all matters, including software tools.
A survey was used in the EXPLAINER evaluation to solicit
information about what tool features users felt were par-
ticularly useful and which were not. For example,
through the survey, users commented frequently that the
highlighting command that showed correspondences be-
tween information in the different EXPLAINER views (e.g.,
showing the correspondence between a text sentence, a
function call, and a diagram node) was one of the most
useful features.

As has been pointed out in other studies (e.g., see [6]),
and in general (e.g., see [11]), surveys are often subjec-
tive. In the EXPLAINER evaluation, an attempt was made
to counter the bias of subjects by working through the
survey with them.  The experiment leader was able to



question user responses that contradicted their actions.
For example, when one subject was asked to rate the use-
fulness of the diagram view (upper right of Figure 1), he
responded at first with a low rating. When reminded that
he worked with it during the test, expanding nodes about
label drawing, he realized that the diagram view had ac-
tually helped him solve part of the task.  Survey data is
subjective, but learning users intentions through surveys
and interviews can be helpful in the interpretation of the
objective data.

5. Related work

Survey articles reveal a vast literature in the psychol-
ogy of programming [4, 5, 32]. The contributions range
from understanding cognitive effects (e.g., see [34], [3],
[25]) to social and organizational effects (e.g., see [31],
[6]). However, few instances of studies that perform
controlled comparison of conditions can be found that
evaluate software tools for improving performance. This
paper attempts to contribute by focusing on this issue and
on empirical techniques that apply to knowledge-based
tools.

As the discipline of human-computer interaction
grows, the potential availability of techniques increases.
Understanding of the use of video protocols [36] and of
techniques that apply empirical analysis in the field
[29] are seen. The study of software tools can benefit
from greater attention to the potential.

6. Conclusion

The goal of empirical study is to serve the co-
development of conceptual frameworks and tools.  Ex-
perience or long-term observations help to identify a con-
ceptual framework which in turn helps to isolate require-
ments for tools and further observation. Tools provide
objects to think and work with, providing concrete tests of
conceptual frameworks and methodologies.

While it would be impossible to enumerate all the em-
pirical techniques that are potentially applicable to
evaluating knowledge-based software engineering tools,
this paper has presented a few common techniques in a
format that others can apply. These techniques were il-
lustrated as they were employed in an actual development
process.
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